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WE SHOW that a d-manifold M with less than 3rd/21+ 3 vertices is a sphere and that a 
d-manifold with 3d/2 + 3 vertices is either a sphere or d = 2,4,8 or 16 and M is a“manifold like 
a projective plane”. There are such examples for d = 2,4, 8. 
Furthermore we show that a d-manifold .tf with 2d+ 3 -i vertices is i-connected [i.e. 
Q(M) = . = n,(M) =0] where 0 < i < d/2. In particular the smallest number of vertices of a 
non-simply-connected d-manifold is exactly n = 2d + 3, (d 2 3). 
1. INTRODUCTIOS .-\ND RESULTS 
A combinatorial manifold Md of dimension d is a simplicial complex such that the link of 
every vertex is a (d - 1)-dimensional combinatorial sphere. We denote by 1 MI the underlying 
topological manifold with the induced PL structure. We write M 1 z M2 if M, and _\fz are 
combinatorially isomorphic, and 1121  / z ) Mzi if they are PL homeomorphic. For general 
facts about PL manifolds compare [S], [17], [22]. 0 ne expects that the number n of vertices 
must be large if 1 hfpI is topologically complicated. If n is not too much larger than d + 2 (the 
number of vertices of the boundary complex of a (d + 1)-simplex) then 1 Mdl z Sd. The question 
is: which is the minimal number m = m(d) for given d, such that there exists a combinatorial d- 
manifold with m vertices which is not a sphere? It seems that this m(d) is known so far only for 
d64. A lower bound for m(d) has been given in [4]: 
THEOREM 1 [4]. Let Md be a combinatorial r-manifold with n certices and assume d >, 3, 
d # 4 and n < d+ 5. Then j Mdl is PL homeomorphic to the sphere Sd. 
Note that the exception d#4 is essential: in fact Theorem 1 becomes false for d=4 (see 
below). For n <d+4 a theorem of Mani [19] says that M is the boundary complex of a 
convex polytope and that this bound is sharp. 
First we state our theorems and corollaries which will be proved in 93. 
Our main theorem is the following which gives a better lower bound than Theorem 1 
including a discussion of equality. [x] denotes the smallest integer k 2 x. WPi denotes the 
unique 6-vertex triangulation of the real projective plane WP’, CP,Z denotes the unique 
9-vertex triangulation of the complex projective plane [12]. 
THEOREM A. Let Md be a combinatorial d manifold with n certices. 
+3 then IMjzSd, 
465 
d 
(ii) if n=jl+3 rhen either ,.\I 2 S’ or ! .!I I rnus~ he il “manifbltf like a projecrire plane” 
in the sense of [7]. in parricuiar it1 [his case ir fcl/ilows that d= 2. 4. 8 or 16. .Cloreorer 
fbt- d=2 ,LlrFiP&for d=-l _~l-CP~. 
Remark. Our proof sholvs that in the case of a manifold like a projective plane with 
n = 3dj2 + 3 vertices opposite to each d-simplex there is the boundary complex of a (d,‘? + I)- 
simplex. 
In the case d=5 there exist at least three combinatorially different 15vertex triangul- 
ations of the quatemionic projective plane 5: P’ (see [j],. In the case d= 16 it is yet undecided 
whether or not there exists a 2i-vertex triangulation of the Cayley plane. Similar louver 
bounds for all projective spaces are due to A. Marin (compare the appendix of [20]). 
THEOREM B. Let :Ifd be a combinatorial d-tnanifold \vifh n pertices and assume rhat /M / is 
(i - l)-connected but not i-cotlnecteri (i.e. T, = zz = = xi_ , = 0. xi #O) lvhere 1 < i < rf, 2. 
Then the inequalirJ 
t1> 2‘i + 4 - i 
holds. 
Remark. For i = d ‘2 Theorem A yields tl3 3ri 2 + 4 = Zd + 4 - i except for “manifolds like 
projective planes” where n> 3ti 2 -t 3. For i=O (i.e. :\I not connected) we get similarly 
n > 2(d + 2) with equality iff each component is the boundary of a ((f + I)-simplex. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that .C/ is a d-ttratlt~o/d \\ith the same homology as S’ x S”-‘. Then 
i1 3 2d + 4 - i. 
Remark. Recall that for i= I and any ti32 there is such a combinatorial manifold 
satisfying equality n = 2d + 3 [ 1 I]. These “generalized Cs&z6r tori” are topoiogically 
products S1 x S ‘-I for even d and twisted products for odd J. If i3 2 no example for equalit) 
tI =2d +4-i seems to be known. Candidates could be (i+ I)-neighborly triangulations of 
sixSd-i 
COROLLARY 2. For gicen d 3 2 ler n = nld) denor? the smallest number n such that there 
e.yists a combinatorial d-man[fold \c.ith n vertices rc,hich is not simply-connected. Then n(2) = 6, 
n(d)=Zd+3 for d>3. 
COROLLARY 3. For giren d>2 let m= m(d) denote the smallest number m such that there 
exists a combinatorial d-manifold \\Yth m vertices \i*hich is not PL homeotnorphic to rhe sphere. 
Then 
m(2) = 6 
m(3) = 9 
m(4) = 9 
m(S)= 15 
m(16)>27 
m(d) 3 3d,‘2 -t 4 for ecetz d 2 6. d # S. 16 
m(d)>(3d+ 1);‘2+4 for odd d>j. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let M” be a combinarorinl homology sphere wirh n wrtices which is not PL 
homeomorphic to the sphere. Then 
n>lO f or d=3,4 
n>Zd+3 for daj. 
Figure 1 visualizes our results about the possible pairs (d, n) and what is known about the 
topology of such combinatorial manifolds. There remains an “unknown territory” in the 
region 3d/2 + 4 < n < 2d + 2. 
Question. Does there exist a l?-vertex triangulation of S’ x S’ or a 13-vertex triangul- 
ation of S3 x S3? 
2. SOME F.-\CTS FROM PL blORSE THEORY 
Let us consider a fixed combinatorial manifold Md with n vertices p,. . , pn. An 
arbitrary assignment {pl, , pn, \-+W induces a simplex-wise linear functionf: M -+ R. If 
f(p,)#f(pj) for i#j we callfregular simplex-wise linear. Such a function has finitely many 
critical points because only the vertices can be critical. A point REM is called critical if 
H (I\/r 1M,\(p])fO * . C? 
where c:=f(p), MC:= (x~M/f(x)~cj and N, is the ordinary singular homology with 
coefficients in a field. By the isomorphism H, (Al,, .M,\!(p))z H, (M,, M,\(star (p))’ ) we 
may use the simplicial homology as well. If K, denotes the full subcomplex spanned by all 
vertices u withf(ti)gc then H, (n/r,, .Lf,‘\(star (p))“)~ H, (K,nstar (p), K,nlink (p)). If .Vf has 
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few vertices then K, has few vertices, and the last expression can be computed easily in terms 
of the triangulation. 
We say that a critical point p has index i with multiplicity ki if rk H,(,CI,, 5fCi,[pj )=ki. In 
general, this i is not uniquely determined by p, i.e. one point might be critical uith several 
indices and total multiplicity k=Zki. Let pi(j) be the number of critical points of index i 
(each counted aith its multiplicity k,), and let Pi(-V)=rk Hi(M). Then the Morse relations 
hold: 
THEOREM 2 (see [16]) 
(ij /~i(fj~~i(‘~fj for i=o, . ) n. 
Remark. Iff(p, j<f(p,j< . <f(p,) then with the notation cj:=f(pi) the inclusion 
Mc~+“ca+~\IPi+l)~ 
is a homotopy equivalence, in particular 
Moreover M,, collapses to the subcomplex of ilil spanned by the vertices pl, ? pi. 
Usually the notion of a PL Morse function refers to the case that there are charts of 
coordinates around each point (critical or non-critical) which behave like the ones for smooth 
Morse functions (compare [7] where such functions are called Comb-non-degenerate 
functions). In particular in this case the critical points have total multiplicity 1. 
DEFINITION. The PL Morse number p(M)>2 of a PL manifold M is the infimum of 
Ptf)=i$oPi(fl ran zn 9’ 9 over all PL Morse functions f:M+R. 
THEOREM 3 [IO]. A PL manifold iVd with PL Morse number p(M) = 2 is PL homeomorphic 
to the sphere Sd. 
This is a PL version of the Reeb theorem in differential topology. Compare [14] for a 
topological version for continuous functions with two critical points on a topological 
manifold. 
For PL Morse functions with exactly 3 critical points the following holds. 
THEOREM 4 [7]. A PL manifold Md with PL Morse number ,u(M)= 3 has dimension 
d = 2,4, 8 or 16. It is a compactifcation of an open d-ball by a d/2-dimensional sphere. In the 
cases d =2 or d =4 j MI is homeomorphic to the real projective plane WP2 or the complex 
projectice plane CP’, respectiaely. 
Remarks. 
(i) In the case d=4 we applied the Freedman classification of simply connected 4- 
manifolds (see [23]) which was not available when the paper [7] has been written. 
(ii) .4ccording to [7] there are different homotopy types and many different PL structures 
of such manifolds in the cases d= 8 and d= 16. 
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THEOREU 5 (see [S] 111.17). If a d-dimensional combinarorial manifold with boundary 
collapses ro a point then ir is PL homeomorphic to a d-ball. 
COROLL.ARY 5. Assume that the n vertices of a combinatorial manifold .\I” can be split into 
rwo parts such rhat the span of each part collapses to a point. Then 1 Mdl is PL homeomorphic to 
the sphere Sd. 
LE~M 1. If f: Xi -R is a regular simplex-wise linear frtnction with no critical points of 
index 1, 2, , k, then .Lf is k-connected, i.e. the homoropy groups x1, x2. . , nk ranish. 
Proof: For PL Morse functions Lemma 1 follows from standard arguments in Morse 
theory. For the case of regular simplex-wise linear functions we can use the Hurewicz 
isomorphism theorem for the inclusion M,\p -‘MC with the extra observation that M,:p 
simply connected implies that M, is simply connected unless M,nlink (p) is disconnected 
(which would imply that p is critical of index 1). This shows that ncl, , ret cannot change 
when passing through any of the vertices. On the other hand M, is a PL ball if c lies between 
the levels of the two lowest critical points. 
LEMW 2. Let K be a simplicial complex with vertex set I’= V, u V,. Let Ki be the full 
subcomplex of K spanned by Vi and let f: M-R be a regular simplex-wise linearfunction with 
f(p) <f(q)for all PE b’l, q~ V,. Then ecery critical point PE V, off is also criticalforf[K, ltith 
exactly the same indices and multiplicities. 
Proof: Let 
f(Pl)< ‘. . <f(P,)<f(P,+,)<. . <f(P,), 
V,={p,, . . ’ 7 Pk}? Vz={Pk+l*. ‘. 1 P”}. 
Then it is easy to see that K 1 EM,, is a deformation retract where c~: =f(p,) (compare also 
[16]). Moreover for every level ci:=f(pi), i= 1, . . , k the subspaces 
M,,n K 1 c Mcr 
and M,,nKl\pi s Mcr\Pi 
are deformation retracts. Consequently for i= 1, . , k 
H*(MC8, M,JP,)zH,(M,,~K,, M,,nK,\pi). 
LEMM 3. For ecery regular simplex-wise linear function f:Md-+W we haoe 
/(i(f )=jLd-i(-fl. 
Proof. Again the assertion is well known for PL Morse functions. It is trivial in the case 
i = 0 or i = d because minima and maxima are interchanged when passing from f to -f: Now 
assume 1 d i,<d- 1. Then we have the Alexander duality 
Ai _ 1 (M, nlink (p)) 2 Rd _ i _ 1 (link (p)\M,), 
where fl denotes the reduced homology ([6], VIII, 8.15). In our case homology and 
cohomology are isomorphic because we use coefficients in a field. Clearly M,nstar (p) is 
contractible and therefore 
H,(MCl,nstar (p), M,nlink (p)) E Ri_ I (M,nlink (p)). 
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Now let us denote :L’r --c: = jx~.!fi -f(.u)< -c:-. Then link (p)‘, .tl, and &,nlink (p) are 
homotopy equivalent. It follows 
H,(-CI,, _\I, p)~H~(.!f,nstar (p), ,CI,nlink (p)) 
I Ri_ I (:Ll,nlink (p)) 
z!?,_,_ 1 (iG_,nlink (p)) 
~H,_;(lfl_,nstar (p), :q_,nlink (p)) 
rHd-i(:Kc, ‘\;iJJ). 
LEMMA 4. Let &fd be u combinatorial d-manifold, d> 5. Assume jf( 1 iVf I)2 3. Then ecery 
regular simplex-bvise linearfunctionj”: M -+ R has a critical point of index i, rthere d,‘2 6 i 6 d - 1. 
Proof: If p(li!li)a4 then the assertion follows from the Poincarl duality and the Morse 
inequality (Theorem 2). If b( / Ml) = 3 then d must be even, d = 2m and H,(M) # 0 implying 
&I (11 f 0. 
If kf is not simply connected then every such functionfhas a critical point of index 1. The 
same is true for -j and by Lemma 3fhas a critical point of index d - 1. There remains the 
case where M is simply connected (hence orientable) and /?( IMI)= 2 for every field of 
coefficients (homology sphere). Thus M is a homotopy sphere, and for d 15 Jf is PL 
homeomorphic to the sphere by the generalized PL Poincare theorem. This contradicts our 
assumption ,u( I AI I) 2 3. 
LEMSI.4 5. Assume that a regular simpleswise linearfimction on a simplicial comp1e.u K has 
a critical point p of index i3 1. Then K is at least i-dimensional, and the number n ofcertices 
satisfies n 2 i + 2. hloreocer, if n = i + 2 then either K = $A’+ ’ or K = (p j* ?A’ (cone orer ?A’). 
Proof: By assumption Hi (K,, K,b)#O where c =f(p). This means that there is a 
simplicial i-chain on K, which is a non-bounding cycle modulo K,\p. Therefore K, and hence 
K must contain at least one i-dimensional simplex containing p. A non-bounding simplicial i- 
cycle requires at least two i-simplices and therefore at least i + 2 vertices, Now assume that 
there are exactly n = i + 2 vertices. These cannot span a simplex A’+ ’ because the homology 
would be trivial. The only possibility to build a non-bounding (i- 1)-cycle with is- 1 vertices 
is the boundary complex of a A’(with suitable coefficients). This implies that K must contain 
the cone from p to ?A’ spanned by the other i+ 1 vertices. We denote this cone by [pj *C?Ai. 
Now the two possibilities are obvious: either K contains A’ or not. In the first case 
K = ,jA’+‘, . m the latter case K = {p}*ZA’. In any case p is the maximum of the function. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREJIS 
THEOREM A 
For d = 1 nothing has to be proved, for d = 2 everything is known (see [9], [21]), for d = 3 
our assertion follows from the enumeration of all combinatorial 3-manifolds with at most 
9 vertices (see Cl]), and for d = 4 our assertion is contained in [4] except for the existence and 
uniqueness of CPi (see below). 
Now let us assume d>5. If p(l&fl)=2 then I&fI=.Sd by Theorem 3. Now assume 
p(lMl)>3 and letf: &f+ Wbe a regular simplex-wise linear function withf(p,)< <f(pn) 
where pl, , pn are the n vertices and Ad=(pn_d, P”_~_~, ,p,) is a d-simplex of iti. 
Thenf attains its maximum at pn and has no other critical point on Ad. By Lemma 4f has a 
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critical point of index i with d;2 6 i <d - 1 which is one of the vertices pi, . , pn, where 
n,:=n--(d-h I). Let K, denote the full subcomplex of M spanned by pi, , JJ”. 
By Lemma 2 the same vertex is a critical point of index i off: K,+R. By Lemma 5 no 3 i+ 2 
which implies n 3 M;2 -t 3. Moreover n = [3d!2] + 3 implies that n, = i + 2, and Lemma 5 says 
that either K,= ?A’“’ or K, = (p) ri-Ai, the latter would imply that K, collapses 
to a point, and 21 is a sphere by Corollary 5. Hence K, =?A’- ‘, and it follows that f 
is a PL h4orse function with exactly 3 critical points tvhich implies that d is even and 
i = d/2. The splitting into Ad and K, = i-A.’ c ’ directly shows that M is the compactification 
of an open d-ball by a d/Z-sphere. Now we can apply Theorem 4. This also shows that for odd 
d equality n = [3$2] -L. 3 cannot occur, thus n 2 3rd,‘Z] + 3. 
In the case d= 2 it is well known that RP: is the only combinatorial Z-manifold with 6 
vertices which is not homeomorphic to the sphere. In the case d =4 it was known that a non- 
sphere with 9 vertices must have the cohomology ring of CP’ (see [4-j) (it follows that ,V is 
homeomorphic to CP’ (compare [23]), but this is not used in the following). We know that 
p(/Ml)= 3 and this implies that every regular simplex-wise linear function must have a 
critical point of index 2. Then Lemma 5 implies that for every 4-simplex A4 = (pi, . . . , ps ) 
the full subcomplex K, spanned by p6. . . t p9 is a ?A3 (in the other case K, = (p> *?A’ M 
would be a 4-sphere by Corollary 5). 
The next claim is that such a 9-vertex MJ must necessarily contain all possible(z) edges. 
Assume that two vertices p and 4 are not joined by an edge. Then {p, 111 can never be 
contained in one 4-simplex nor in the complement of one 4-simplex. It follows that each 
4-simplex of M’contains exactly one of the vertices p, q. Hence the two vertex stars of p and 4 
cover the whole manifold M which now is the union of two PL 4-bails glued together along 
their common boundary (i.e. the link ofp and q). Hence M is homeomorphic to the 4-sphere, 
a contradiction. 
Now we use the well-known equation (see [24]) 
for any combinatorial 4-manifold, where f,, fit fi are the numbers of vertices, edges and 
triangles. In our special case we know f, = 9, j*, =(z) = 36 and ;c = 3 which implies 
&=3O-90+ 144=84=(;). 
This shows that a 9-vertex triangulation of a non-sphere must necessarily contain all possible 
(:) triangles. This is also called 3-neighborliness. On the other hand it has been shown in [13] 
that- the combinatorial type of such a 3-neighborly 4-manifold is unique. Compare [12] and 
[20) for a proof that there exists a g-vertex triangulation of CP’. 
THEOREM B. 
As in the proofofTheorem A we use a regular simplex-wise linear functionf: M+R such 
that 
f(Pi 1-c . . . <_GP,f 
where P”._~, . . . , p,, span a simplex Ad of $1, and p1 , , . . , p,, span K,, no: = n - (d + 1). By 
Lemma 1 -fmust have a critical point in K, of index j< Q i with 1 gjcd/2 which is critical 
of index d-j fort By Lemma 4 the same vertex is critical forf:K,-+W and consequently 
no 2 d-j + 2. On the other hand f must also have a critical point of index j in K,. These 
two may coincide as vertices. Then we get no k tf -j + 2 from the critical point of index 
d-j. Lemma5 says that equality rr,>d--j+2 would imply either K,=~Ad-j+r or 
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K,= [pl*i-Ad-j (in the latter case K,, collapses to a point and M is a sphere by 
Corollary 5, a contradiction). In the first case K, =?A.“-” ’ no other critical point can 
occur. In our case we have another critical point of index j which forces K, to have at least 
one more vertex. Thus n, 2 d-j + 3 implying n 2 2d + 4 -i. 
COROLLARY 1 
If M has the same homology as S’ x Sd-‘, 1 <i 6 d/2 - 1 then it is not i-connected. We 
cannot claim that M is (i- I)-connected but in any case Theorem B leads to the inequality 
)I B 2d + 4- i. In the case i = d ‘2 note that M is certainly not a “manifold like a projective 
plane”, and Theorem A yields n > d + d,!2 + 4 = 2d + 4 - i. 
COROLL;ZRY 2. 
The assertion is known for d= 2. Now assume d> 3. Then Theorem B implies 
n 3 2d + 3. On the other hand there are examples of such combinatorial manifolds satisfying 
equality n = 2d + 3 (see [ 111). These are products S’ x Sd- l if d is even and twisted products if 
ti is odd. These examples also seem to have some relationship with the lower bound 
conjecture for manifolds. For d = 3 and d = 4 compare [24]. 
COROLLARY 3. 
Again the case d = 2 is clear. For d = 3 and d = 4 the inequalities m(3) 2 9 and m(4) 2 9 
follow from Theorem A. On the other hand there are examples satisfying equality: the unique 
9-vertex triangulation of the 3-dimensional Klein bottle [24, 1, 1 l] and the unique 9-vertex 
triangulation of the complex projective plane [12, 133. 
In the other cases the inequality follows from Theorem A but nothing is known about 
equality except for d =8: there is a 15-vertex triangulation of the quaternionic projective 
plane recently found by the authors [S]. 
COROLL.-\RY 4. 
For d = 3 the assertion follows from the enumerations of all combinatorial 3-manifolds 
with up to 9 vertices (see Cl]). For d = 4 it follows from Theorem A, for d 2 5 it follows from 
Theorem Band the generalized PL Poincari theorem. Under the PL Poincari hypothesis for 
d = 4 we could conclude n 2 11 in the case d = 4. 
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